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In case you were kidnapped by 
aliens for the past 18 months
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New shoppers are driving the growth of online spend

• UK e-commerce attracted the most new 
consumers online in 2020, with 15% of consumers 
that reported having shopped in 2021 never having 
purchased anything online prior to March 2020. 

• In the US, 9% of online shoppers are new to this 
activity. 

• Across the world, the demographics of new 
shoppers skews young, with the greater share of 
young shoppers reporting being new to e-
commerce. 



Who are these new shoppers: Meet Gen Z



Gen Z

• Born between 1998 and 2016
• Account for 40% of consumers in the US 

and Europe
• True digital natives: grew up swiping 

before they could talk
• Ultra-focused by necessity: most 

marketed to & sophisticated filters
• Stereotyped as tech-addicted, social justice 

warriors
• Cautious & hardened by economic and 

social turbulence
• Value personal resilience, financial 

conservatism and hard work



By 2027 there will be 6 generations of online shoppers



Gen Z by the numbers

30%
Of the global 

workforce 
by 2030

71%
Have a Netflix 
subscription

98%
Own a smartphone

ZZ2.56B
Global population

$323B
Buying power (US)



Gen Z | Very active on social media 

Source: eMarketer & VidMob,  2020 

71%
of TikTok users are 

Gen Z

85%
78%

68%

56% 55%

19% 17% 15%

Social Media Apps Used by U.K. Gen Z & Millennial TikTok Users

Instagram Facebook YouTube Twitter Snapchat LinkedIn Pinterest Reddit



Social networks are investing heavily in native eCommerce

Source: eMarketer, June 2020

18,3%

11,1%

2,9% 1,4% 1,0% 2,5%

U.S. Adults Who Have Made a Purchase via Social Media Platform

InstagramFacebook SnapchatPinterest TikTok Other





We must understand how Gen Z want to pay 1



Traditional online payment methods don’t serve unbanked Gen Z’ers



Under 18’s are increasingly empowered to bank and shop independently

What mum & dad see What the kids see Set limit debit card



Buy Now Pay Later becomes a primary payment method for Gen Z

45% of US adults use BNPL to make purchases that 
otherwise wouldn’t fit into their budget.

By the end of 2022, 44% of Gen Z digital buyers will have 
used BNPL services at least once that year, compared with 
only 37.2% of millennials.



Gen Z | Embracing crypto currencies and P2P payments
46% of Gen Z investors have invested in Bitcoin

> 300,000 US small businesses now 
accept Venmo as a means of payment. 
PayPal forecasting $1b in Venmo 
eCommerce transactions in 2021

PayPal users can now pay for 
goods with Bitcoin, Ethereum 
& other crypto currencies

A few online retailers now accept Bitcoin as a 
payment method



Gen Z | Prefer “unlimited renting” over owning

• GoPro driving more efficient, higher 
margin D2C subscription-centric business

• 90% of camera purchases + subscription
at GoPro.com

• Working toward 2 million GoPro 
subscribers by end of 2021 à $100 million 
of ARR & ooperating margin of 50% +

• Subscribers who sign up at the time of 
camera purchase on GoPro.com:
• Significantly more likely to purchase 

accessories and lifestyle gear
• Have higher annual retention rates 

than customers who subscribe 
separately.

Nicholas Woodman founder and CEO, Q1 2021 Earnings Call



We must understand Gen Z focus on 
the greater good
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Gen Z | hold brands to a higher standard of corporate social responsibility



Gen Z | more environmentally and socially conscious than millennials

How important is it that a brand shows it 
is environmentally sustainable?

How important is it that a brand shows it is pro-
equality and pro-diversity?

Source: Drapers online Gen Z and Millenials 2020

https://www.drapersonline.com/guides/gen-z-and-millennials-2020


Gen Z | demand truth and authenticity



Get creative with Gen Z engagement tactics3



Influencer Marketing

“90% of respondents believe 
influencer marketing to be an 
effective form of marketing” 

+

“72% believe that the quality of 
customers from influencer 

marketing campaigns is better 
than other marketing types.”

The Influencer Marketing Hub



The influencer market size has grown 8x in the past 6 years

Source: Statista global influencer market size

Influencer marketing market size worldwide 
from 2016 to 2021

The Power of 
Social Media Hashtags

• #amazonfinds hashtag has generated more 
than 6.7 Billion views on TikTok

• #TikTokmademebuyit hashtag has generated 
more than 1.5 Billion views on TikTok

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1092819/global-influencer-market-size/


Brands will spend up to $15B on influencer marketing by 2021

60%
of Gen Z like personalized 

ads that provide value

$171B
Live-streaming 

commerce in China 
this year, doubling last 

year

62%
Gen Z & Millennials 

purchased on 
smartphone thanks to 

social media and 
influencers

93%
of parents say their 

Gen Z children 
influence their 

household purchases

62%
Intend to increase their 
influencer marketing 

budget



The rise of nano and micro influencers

Influencer Type
# of 

Followers Audience Focus & Trust
Engagement 

Rate US Marketers

Nano <5k
Smaller, 
targeted 
audience

Highly specific
High trust 5-8% 26% work with 

very often

Micro 5k-100K 
Tight knit 
relationship 
with audience

Cover wide range 
of niches
High trust

2-4% 64% work with 
very often

Macro 100K-1M
Large & diverse 
audience with 
broader reach

Well-established 
position in given 
community
Medium trust

2% 16% work with 
very often

Mega / Celebrity >1M Vast & varied 
audience

Mass reach / 
awareness
Low trust

1%



TikTok’s first-ever reality show 

Users submit TikTok entries on why they should be an influencer to win a year of e.l.f. products



#DealDropDance
sponsored by 
Walmart generated 
4.1B views to build 
awareness for Black 
Friday deals and a 
chance to win $100 
gift cards

Association of 
Chartered Certified 
Accountants 
leveraged help from 
Fanbytes, an 
influencer marketing 
agency, to change 
Accounting 
stereotypes and has 
generated 1M+ views



Gen Z | Influencers are new source of trusted online content



We must be where Gen Z are 
– don’t expect them to come to us
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Gen Z | Live shopping is a fast-growing channel 



Gen Z: Influencers behind the live shopping mania 



Gen Z | Live events brings together likeminded shoppers



Gen Z | Virtual Festivals blend digital commerce, events and performances

FOMO is the key to success

• On NTWRK, a live video shopping platform, users 
tune in daily to shop exclusive merchandise, 
watch daily episodes from influencers/creators, 
and attend virtual festivals

• Digital events and musical performances have 
become the new normal after COVID-19

• Products are often showcased through shows 
hosted by celebrities or influencers



Thank you and anyone who wants to know more information 
about our local cases and receive a special gift from Adobe 
Commerce, scan this QR Code, or, go to our virtual booth




